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Towards quantum turbulence in fermionic gasTowards quantum turbulence in fermionic gas

Problem 1: how to generate the turbulence?

→ Our suggestion: imprint a few dark solitons on existing vortex lattice
                             → rotating turbulence (nonzero total angular momentum)  
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Qualitatively, the 
“turbulence” decay in a spin-
imbalanced system exhibits 
the same properties as in 
spin-symmetric counterpart.

Decay rate of the frst stage 
is almost insensitive to the 
spin-polarization of the 
system. It affects only 
second stage of the decay 
process.
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Equation iof miotion fior the viortex line:

Balance of forces (mass of vortex negligible)h

Vortex Filament Model (VFM)

 Each flament iof the viortex line generates 
 riotational fiow ariound it,
 The tiotal fiow at arbitrary piosition can be
  calculated by means iof Biiot-Savart,

Our aimh Construct such VFM that reproduces dynamics seen in 
microscopic simulations:
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Equation of motion for the vortex line:

Balance of forces (mass of vortex negligible):

Vortex Filament Model (VFM)

●  Each filament of the vortex line 
generates 
 rotational flow around it,

●  The total flow at arbitrary position can be
  calculated by means of Biot-Savart,

Our aim: Construct such VFM that reproduces dynamics seen in 
microscopic simulations:

Step 1: no impurity
Step 2: slowly moving impurity 
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Equation of motion for the vortex line:

Balance of forces (mass of vortex negligible):

Vortex Filament Model (VFM)

●  Each filament of the vortex line 
generates 
 rotational flow around it,

●  The total flow at arbitrary position can be
  calculated by means of Biot-Savart,

Our aim: Construct such VFM that reproduces dynamics seen in 
microscopic simulations:

Step 1: no impurity
Step 2: slowly moving impurity
Step 3: fast moving impurity 





CONCLUSIONS
(TD)DFT – route for unified description of static and dynamic properties 
of large Fermi systems → studies of the quantum turbulence in the reach

 

Universal dynamics at “large distances” (r>>coherence length) → validation of main 
assumption of the Vortex Filament Model 

Universal dynamics at “small distances” (r<coherence length)

Results for turbulence can be reproduced via simplified GPE-like approch, once the 
correct value of the dissipation coefficient is used… (and most likely the same will apply in 
case of VFM). 
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Thank you!


